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Abstract: A variety of approaches have been taken in applying DNA
microarray technology to the measurement of transcript levels in cells. The
Alliance for Cellular Signaling (AfCS) has tested a few of these approaches
to determine which ones might be most suitable for our large-scale
experiments, with particular emphasis on the reliability of transcript
measurements. This study compared the reproducibility and sensitivity of
several microarray platforms, including the Affymetrix GeneChip, custom
cDNA arrays, and custom oligo arrays. We also examined different
methods for DNA microarray target preparation. In general, transcript
measurements with all three array systems showed a high correlation with
transcript levels measured using real-time quantitative reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (QRT-PCR) analysis. Important
factors for maintaining these reliable measurements were identified,
including the printing method and source of commercial oligos.
Interestingly, the reliability of measurements was not affected by
performing a double amplification of RNA or by normalizing data with a
commercially available universal reference RNA.
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Introduction
DNA microarray technology has been widely used to simultaneously
determine the expression levels of thousands of genes (1,2). In addition to the
Affymetrix GeneChip platform, various other arrays generated by spotting
cDNAs or oligonucleotides have been introduced. The existence of alternative
array platforms, which may differ in probe preparation methods and array
surface chemistry, raises the question of cross-platform agreement in gene
expression measurements (3). In our cross-platform comparison, we compared
three different microarray platforms, including the Affymetrix Murine
Genome U74Av2 (MG-U74Av2) Array; a custom cDNA array; and custom
oligo arrays printed with oligonucleotides from three different sources. We
have also developed and tested a double amplification method, which requires
only 100 ng of total RNA. All experiments were carried out in triplicate, and
real-time quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (QRTPCR) analysis was performed on selected genes to confirm the results.
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Methods
Experimental design: Mouse liver and spleen total RNA purchased from Clontech were used as
a common starting material for the Affymetrix, cDNA, and oligo arrays. Mouse spleen was used
as the reference, labeled with cyanine 3 (Cy3; green) dye, while the liver was labeled with
cyanine 5 (Cy5; red) dye for cDNA and oligo experiments. For Affymetrix arrays, mouse spleen
was also used as the reference. All experiments were carried out in triplicate, and real-time QRTPCR analysis was performed on selected genes to confirm the results.
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Microarray fabrication: The PCR-amplified cDNAs from the mouse RIKEN FANTOM library
(http://fantom.gsc.riken.go.jp/) and mouse oligonucleotides purchased from Operon Technologies
(70-mer) and Compugen-Sigma-Genosys (65-mer) were inkjet printed by Agilent Technologies.
A high-precision robot (Amersharm-Pharmacia Generation III spotter; Molecular Dynamics) was
utilized to spot oligos onto the glass slides (Corning CMT-GAPS coated slides) to make pinspotted oligo arrays. The Affymetrix GeneChip Murine Genome U74 Set Version 2 (MGU74Av2) was purchased from Affymetrix.
Labeling and hybridization: Mouse liver and spleen total RNAs were purchased from Clontech.
Affymetrix GeneChip experiments were carried out as described by Affymetrix. All oligo array
experiments were performed using the Agilent Fluorescent Linear Amplification Kit (product no.
G2554A). For the cDNA array, the T7 RNA polymerase promoter sequence was introduced into
the antisense primer. cRNAs were then produced from the double-strand cDNA templates by in
vitro transcription using the MEGAscript kit (Ambion). These synthetic cRNAs were labeled
with either Cy5 or Cy3 (Amersham Biosciences) when reverse transcribed into cDNA. After
hybridization and washing, cDNA and oligo arrays were scanned by Agilent Scanner G2505A,
while the Affymetrix GeneChip was scanned by the Agilent GeneArray Scanner. The double
amplification was performed by first- (using random primers) and second- (using T7-oligo dT
primers) strand cDNA synthesis from the cRNA produced at first cycle. Details of the T7
amplification microarray experiment are described in the AfCS protocol PP00000019.
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Methods (cont.)
Quantitative real-time RT-PCR: Quantitative RT-coupled PCR was performed using the GeneAmp
5700 Sequence Detector System (Applied Biosystems). The measurement was normalized to an 18S
ribosomal RNA control. To measure the copy number of each transcript, a PCR-amplified segment of
each gene was cloned into pGEM-Teasy (Promega Corp.), and then cRNA was linearly amplified from
NdeI-digested plasmid using the MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion). cRNA was measured with the
spectrophotometer DU640 (Beckman Coulter, Inc.) and used to perform QRT-PCR. All QRT-PCR
measurements were replicated for each experiment and the values were averaged.
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Data analysis: The Affymetrix array information was extracted, and data were computationally
compared using Affymetrix Microarray Suite Version 5.0 software. Genes flagged as not
changed/marginal increase/marginal decrease (NC/MI/MD) were removed. Genes with two or more
replicate values were averaged and used for the analysis. The oligo and cDNA array information was
extracted using Agilent G2566AA Extraction Software Version A.6.1.1. Several criteria were used to
filter the oligo and cDNA array data. Genes that were saturated, nonuniform, and not significantly
above background (below 2.6 x SD of background) in either channel were removed. After removing
these spots from each replicate, a triplicate filter was applied to the data set. This filter involved the
removal of genes that did not have at least two or more replicate values, genes for which the replicate
values differed in signs and had a standard deviation above 0.5 (in log2 scale), and genes for which one
replicate value showed more than twofold change while the other two replicate values showed less
than twofold change (unless the standard deviation was less than 0.5 in log2). The remaining values
were averaged and used for the analysis. To compare each platform, genes with the same UniGene ID
were matched, and the log2 ratios were used to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient (r). In an
alternate comparison, genes with the same overlapping probe sequences among the platforms were
matched, and the log2 ratios were used to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient.
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Correlation Between Replicates
Affymetrix, cDNA, and oligo microarray experiments (spleen vs. liver) were performed
in triplicate, and the Pearson correlation coefficients between all combinations of
replicate pairs within each platform were calculated. Each bar in the figure below
represents the correlation coefficient between two replicate pairs, providing a total of
three bars for each platform. All replicates were highly reproducible, showing
correlations of 0.93 to 0.99, with the exception of the pin-spotted arrays. For the oligo
platform, we used probes from two different companies (Operon Technologies and
Compugen Inc.). To ensure quality from the two sources, probes from Operon and
Compugen were compared separately. The lower precision of the pin-spotted array was
expected, since the inkjet method is known to be more consistent. The cDNA and oligo
arrays were printed by the Agilent inkjet method and the Affymetrix GeneChip was
synthesized in situ. These approaches apparently provide less spot to spot and chip to chip
variability than pin-spotting methods.
Correlation Coefficient

Contributors

Microarray Platforms
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Correlation Between Platforms on Unigene ID Matched Genes
To make comparisons among different platforms, genes with the same UniGene ID
across all platforms were used. Correlations in log2 ratio of the Affymetrix versus
cDNA and Affymetrix versus Operon oligo data were high, 0.81 and 0.85,
respectively, while the Compugen oligo data was less correlated with the Affymetrix
or cDNA data. Overall, the Affymetrix and Operon oligo data sets retained the most
similarity, with a correlation coefficient of 0.85. In the figure below, the superimposed
number represents the number of genes used to calculate each respective correlation
coefficient.
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Scatter Plots of Log2 Ratios on UniGene ID Matched Genes
The log2 ratios among the replicates of one platform were plotted against the log2 ratios
of another platform. Overall, the Affymetrix and Operon oligo data sets retained the
most similarity, with a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.85.
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Scatter Plots of Log2 Ratios on UniGene ID Matched Genes (cont.)
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Correlation Between Platforms on Sequence-Verified Genes
The UniGene designation is derived from a partitioning of GenBank sequences into a
nonredundant set of gene-oriented clusters. Since each UniGene cluster contains several
to many sequences that represent a unique gene cluster, differences in selected probe
sequences may possibly account for some of the variance encountered in the
comparisons. To compensate for these differences, the probe sequences of about 250
liver-specific genes from each platform were checked for having overlapping sequence
regions with their corresponding probes from other platforms. Only the genes
(represented once in at least two platforms) for which the probes were in overlapping
regions were chosen for further analysis. As predicted, the correlations between
platforms using sequence-verified genes were higher. Affymetrix, cDNA, and Operonmanufactured oligo data were highly correlated to each other, while the Compugendesigned and Sigma-Genosys—synthesized oligo data were less correlated with other
platforms. In the figure below, the number shown on each bar represents the number of
genes used to calculate each respective correlation coefficient.
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Comparison Among Platforms for Sequenced-Verified Genes
The detailed comparison data for sequence-verified genes provide clues regarding
platform reliability and probe quality (see Table 1). In Table 1, highlighted in green
are the genes for which both Operon and Compugen oligos show comparable log
ratios with cDNA and Affymetrix data. Highlighted in blue are the genes for which
only Operon oligos have comparable log ratios with cDNA and Affymetrix data.
Lastly, highlighted in yellow are the genes for which only Compugen oligos show
comparable log ratios with cDNA and Affymetrix data. The overall data set also
exhibits similar patterns, for which a larger portion of the Operon oligo data show
comparable log ratios with the cDNA and Affymetrix data. Comparison with
cDNA and Affymetrix arrays shows that the Compugen oligos provide results that
are dissimilar to data from the arrays. The inconsistency found in the Compugen
probes reveals the importance of oligo design in obtaining accurate gene
expression readings. For the same genes for which the Operon oligos show 200%
to 600% induction (log2 ratios of 1.75 to 2.89), the Compugen-generated oligos
show only 10% to 30% (log2 ratios of -0.16 to 0.44) changes in regulation. These
probes seem to be nonspecific, generating less binding and, thus, are in a sense
silenced and do not respond to the corresponding gene transcript. These probe
readings end up being removed from the analysis.
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Table 1. Comparison of log2 ratios among all platforms for sequenced-verified genes
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ND = No data available
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Signal Intensity Difference Between Compugen and Operon Oligos
Further analysis also showed that the average signal intensity of the Compugen set
was lower than that of the Operon set. A possible reason is that Compugen oligos
contain an added C6-amino group to the oligo terminus for application to negative
slide surface chemistry. Although oligos containing an added C6-amino group can be
used for both positive and negative slide surface chemistry, this may not be optimal
for the Agilent slide surface chemistry used in this experiment. Since the same
concentration (50 µM) of Operon and Compugen probes were used for spotting, the
possibility of low quality and/or sequence nonspecificity of the synthesized oligos in
the Compugen-designed and Sigma-Genosys—synthesized set cannot be excluded.
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Average Signal Intensity
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QRT-PCR Confirmation of Microarray Data
To confirm the microarray data, 11 sequence-verified genes were selected for realtime QRT-PCR analysis (Table 2). In some cases, a particular gene was represented
more than once on the array. Multiple probes representing one gene all showed very
similar expression levels to each other despite having been from different cDNA
fragments and derived from different clones. Another important observation is the
dynamic range of each platform. For example, the log2 ratios of the 11 genes range
from -3.22 to 9.61 in the QRT-PCR data, -3.1 to 8.38 in the Affymetrix GeneChip
array, -2.05 to 5.1 in the cDNA array, and -1.25 to 4.42 in the oligo array. QRT-PCR
analysis seems to be the most sensitive in detecting relative change, with the largest
range. However, these results are from only 11 genes. Thus, further confirmation still
remains to be achieved with more genes. We also successfully calculated the copy
number of each transcript per single mouse liver cell or single spleen cell using the
QRT-PCR approach. The lowest number of transcript calculated in the spleen data
was one copy per cell, confirming the high sensitivity of the microarray technique. In
theory, the level of probe binding in the array predicts the copy number of the gene
probe. We attempted to discover whether there is a linear relationship between the
hybridization intensities and gene copy numbers calculated by QRT-PCR analysis.
However, we could not find any clear relationship between them. Our result also
indicates that the copy number was better predicted by Cy5 (red—liver) signal
intensity than the Cy3 (green—spleen) signal intensity.
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Table 2. QRT-PCR confirmation of microarray data.
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Click on table to see enlarged version.
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Correlations Among Platforms and QRT-PCR
The correlation of log2 ratios between each platform and the QRT-PCR data were
calculated from the genes in Table 2. All platforms, with the exception of the Compugen
oligo, showed high correlation with the QRT-PCR result. Affymetrix most accurately
reproduced the QRT-PCR data with the highest correlation (0.94), while cDNA and
Operon oligo arrays also showed great similarity to the QRT-PCR results with
correlation coefficients of 0.92 and 0.93, respectively.
Table 3. Correlations among platforms and QRT-PCR results using QRT-PCR–
confirmed genes.
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Comparisons

References

QRT-PCR vs. Affymetrix

0.94

Contributors

QRT-PCR vs. cDNA

0.92

QRT-PCR vs. Oligo (Operon)

0.93

QRT-PCR vs. Oligo (Compugen)

0.70

Affymetrix vs. cDNA

0.93

Affymetrix vs. Oligo (Operon)

0.91

Affymetrix vs. Oligo (Compugen)

0.62

cDNA vs. Oligo (Operon)

0.95

cDNA vs. Oligo (Compugen)

0.70

Correlation
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Dynamic Range Between Arrays
Genes with identical UniGene IDs were matched together for each platform comparison.
Genes showing expression levels that differed in direction in the two arrays were removed.
The remaining genes were used to find the percentage of genes in one array that had a
greater absolute regulation (log2 ratio of array1 > array2) than the other array in the
comparison. The Affymetrix array had the greatest dynamic range, followed by the cDNA
arrays. Interestingly, Operon and Compugen oligo arrays had the exact same percentage of
genes that showed greater regulation, suggesting that the factors governing array
sensitivities lie in probe types and not probe sequences.
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Number of genes compared = 721

Number of genes compared = 1156

Number of genes compared = 1897

Number of genes compared = 1743

Number of genes compared = 385

Number of genes compared = 339
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Double Linear Amplification Method
We also studied the double linear amplification method and tested the precision of single
versus double amplification. Single T7 amplification requires 1 to 3 µg of total RNA and
demands about four days of work, while double amplification requires 100 ng of total RNA
and takes about five days. To determine if there is any difference in the size distribution of
the amplified cRNA populations from single versus double amplification, the amplified
cRNA products after a single or double round of amplification were measured by an
Agilent Bioanalyzer. Total spleen or liver
200 nt
Single Amp RNA was amplified using the single or
Standard (3)
500 nt
2k nt
Double Amp double amplification method for cDNA
1k nt
4k nt
35 nt
arrays. Results from the bioanalyzer show
6k nt
that double amplified cRNA contains a
higher percentage of shorter RNA
compared to the cRNA population
Spleen (1, 4)
generated from a single amplification.
4
The purple line in the figure shows the
1
standard marker displaying the length of the
RNA at each peak by nucleotides (nt). The
green line represents RNA made from
single amplification, while the blue line
Liver (2, 5)
shows the RNA made from double
5
amplification.
2

12345
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Single Versus Double Amplification for cDNA Arrays
The scatter plot of single versus double amplification data for cDNA arrays shows that
these two amplification methods are highly reproducible with a correlation coefficient of
0.97. Ninety-seven percent of the genes have a standard deviation below 0.5 (log2), and
only 0.3% of the genes have a standard deviation above 1 (log2). The double
amplification method generated results with high precision as compared to the single
amplification method. These results suggest that the double amplification method can be
used for future experiments, especially when the amount of total RNA available is scarce.
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r = 0.97

Single amplification – cDNA log ratio

Methods

Double amplification – cDNA log ratio
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Universal Reference RNA
A de facto universal reference RNA may be helpful in interpreting results among
experiments and between laboratories, especially when massive microarray data are
being analyzed (4). We tested Stratagene’s Universal Mouse Reference RNA (UMRR),
which is made up of 11 different cell lines for broad gene coverage. The expression
levels calculated from the spleen and liver data using this UMRR showed a correlation
of 0.92 with the data derived from direct spleen and liver comparison. A total of 9,910
(94.8%) out of 10,457 genes have standard deviations (SD) of less than 0.5 (log2), while
only 75 elements (0.7%) have SD of equal to or above 1 (log2). This result is quite
encouraging and suggests that multiple comparisons of experimental conditions by
using a common control can be accurate and can enhance sharing of array information
within the research community.

References
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Direct spleen vs liver

r = 0.928

Universal standard denominator
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Discussion
In conclusion, the high correlation of the QRT-PCR log ratios with the
Affymetrix GeneChip, cDNA, and Operon oligo microarray log ratios
demonstrates reliable measurements with the three array systems. Secondly,
the source of commercial oligos shows important differences in reliability,
suggesting that the design and possibly the quality of synthesized oligos or
methods used to create oligos are important factors for obtaining accurate
transcript levels. To find gene-specific oligos, several different oligos for a
single gene can be designed and tested by hybridization using different
tissues, and the correct oligo design can be selected for constructing arrays.
Thirdly, the printing method is crucial in maintaining consistent spot form
from array to array and in minimizing variation among signal intensities.
Inkjet printing approaches apparently provided less spot to spot and chip to
chip variability than the pin-spotting method. Fourthly, results from the
double amplification data suggest that this method can be used reliably for
future microarray experiments, especially when the amount of total RNA is
scarce. Finally, results from the universal standard data encourage the use of a
universal reference on all microarray experiments and thus enhance the
sharing of array information within the research communities.
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